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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should NOT (that means you Richard Goodell) be taken seriously... like white Mexicans!

Villaday, November 7, 2008

“Where do you get your hire?”
~Random guy to my sister while
my Dad was mowing the lawn.

The Jig is Up
By Matt “Undercover Minority”
Villa
~ Daily Bull ~

In an amazing display of
the Lode’s usual ClassA journalism, they have
uncovered the indiscoverable. A crack team of
journalists, led by Lode
editor-in-chief
Richard
Goodell, followed a tip
from an unnamed source
that led them to discover what no one thought
possible; that the Daily
Bull is actually a satirical paper. The campus
community was shocked
as many students refused
to believe such an outlandish claim.
“I just can’t believe it, I
mean, the Bull’s tradition
of integrity and journalistic professionalism has
been around for ages,”
says one concerned and
confused student. Many
members of the Bull itself are also shocked.
...see Conspiracy! on back

It’s a Hard Knock Life,
For Superheroes

Pic o’ the Day

By Matt “Undercover Minority” Villa ~ Daily Bull

Let’s face it, given the choice to be A-OK with being a superhero, the
normal or to have superpowers, selfish and more ‘baller’ majority are
almost everyone would choose to thinking, “Fuck being a hero, I’m just
have a superpower. Superpowers gonna use my invisibility to steal shit
are cool like that; who wouldn’t and spy on naked people.” Yes,
want to fly, or be able to melt things yes, this is all well and good, howwith heat vision? Maybe you want ever just because YOU don’t want
to be a superhero,
to run so fast that it
makes Usain Bolt go “O
doesn’t mean people
me GOD, dat was one
won’t MAKE you one.
fast sunofa Beech!” Or
If you are discovered,
maybe you want to
you will inevitably be
talk to animals, so you
guilt-tripped into being
can chat with all those
a hero, for many reasquirrels around camsons including crime,
pus about how your
world destruction, and
life’s never been the
most of all, villains. This
same since you went
brings me to my next
point.
on that safari with your
parents (kudos to anySuper Powers!
one who gets that awful reference). Super Powers = Super Villains.
Either way, it’s safe to say anyone According to the Villainy theorem
would love to have superpowers, of proportionality, for every one
but many don’t realize the crappy person with superpowers, at least
side effects of being awesome. Al- one to three supervillains must exist
low me to elaborate.
in the local area of the superperson. This can be due to the freak
Super Powers = Super Hero. Al- accident that gave you superpowthough some people are probably
...see Austin Super Powers! on back

In the event that Richard Goodell tries to
take us down with super powers, remember us.

Studio Pizza = Addictive and Delicious.

...Austin Super Powers! from front

ers giving them powers as well,
or taking away something they
love. It could also be due to
aliens discovering that a human
has powers and they decide to
attack our once ‘mostly’ harmless
planet. It can even be due to
something as simple as the villain
being smart, and jealous of your
powers. That’s right, I’m looking
at you, Lex Luthor.
So, you say you just don’t care,
let the villains run rampant right?
That’s where my next point comes
in.
Super Powers = Catastrophe.
That’s correct, even if you say nuts
to all heroic virtue, there is a law
that states that for every person
with powers, at least one catastrophe that can only be stopped
by the previously mentioned
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person’s powers will occur. That
means that despite not giving a shit
about other people, if you want a
planet left to use your powers on,
you will need to save it.

own M. Night Shyamalan movie,
the members of the Daily Bull
have actually gained popularity. According to a reader of the
Daily Bull, “Yea, I used to think
they were a bunch of bigoted,
foul-mouthed, egocentric pricks.
Now I know they were just kidding.”

So about now, you are probably
thinking that superpowers aren’t
that great, and that’s okay. Not
everyone is meant to get them,
only the truly virtuous, badass, or
non-lazy can truly handle them.
Besides, who wants to be held
accountable for the $14 million
worth of destruction your cathumping ability caused?

What if everything you ever wanted
in life came in a ROCKET CAN!?
Well, The Daily Bull doesn’t come in
a ROCKET CAN! You know what it
does come in?

EMAIL

...Conspiracy! from front

From an interview with one of
the newer Bull members, “I had
no idea what I was a part of. I
just showed up, and then they
brought in the pizza, and then...
nothing. I don’t remember anything after the pizza or until the
end of the meeting.”
Using their amazing journalistic
powers of deduction, the Lode
team followed up on the pizza
(provided by Studio Pizza) and
sent in a piece to be analyzed.
The piece in question was found
to be laced with LSD, presumably to keep the Bull members
coming up with new ideas and
then to make sure they forgot
them by the end of the meeting.
These ideas would then feed the
endless issues of “Miller Time”,
and articles by a few other writers in the inner circle. Studio
Pizza was raided last Friday and
arrests were made on drug pos-

The DAILY BULL now comes in EMAIL
delivered right into you INBOX so
you can read it EVERYDAY.
How do you get the DAILY BULL in
your EMAIL?! It’s almost as easy as
winning a DECATHALON IN YOUR
SLEEP.
STEP 1: Open your EMAIL!
STEP 2: Compose an email to
“majordomo@mtu.edu”
STEP 3: LEAVE THE SUBJECT BLANK!
STEP 4: Type this into the BODY of
session and distribution charges. me, and then he said that any
the EMAIL!

A recent issue of the Daily Bull
contained a counter-article by
the Bull’s editor-in-chief Tim Kotula. The article brought up issues
with the original Lode’s article,
such as bad grammar, shoddy
research, and many more problematic points. Tim’s article then
went on to discuss an interview
with Richard Goodell in which the
matter of who Richard’s source
was came up. “He wouldn’t tell

good journalist would never ask
such a question,” says Tim. “I
can’t believe the nerve of that
guy! Due to his article my journalistic integrity has been compromised. Now how will I complete
my plans for world domination?
Curse you Goodell!”

Many supportive students and
Bull members still deny that the
Bull is a satirical paper. In an
unexpected twist worthy of its

subscribe mydailybull-l
end
STEP 5: SEND THE EMAIL!
If you’re not DUMB like a ROCK or
BADGER then you will get a confirmation telling you YOU’RE ON THE
LIST. IT’S SO EASY A BABY COULD
DO IT WHILE WINNING A DECATHALON IN ITS SLEEP.
READ THE DAILY BULL.
IN YOUR EMAIL!

